Detroit Future Bright, Says Adman

Detroit's ads have the potential to become the capital of the auto world, according to Charles F. Adman, publisher of the Detroit Free Press. Adman said that Detroit's auto industry is the key to the city's future and that the city should focus on promoting itself as a center for advanced technology and innovation. He also urged the city to take advantage of its strong cultural and artistic heritage.

Scouts' Wonderful World

Tickets for the "Wonderful World of Scouting" exhibition staged by Detroit-area Scout Councils at the Michigan State Fairgrounds on June 3, 4, 5, and 6 will be sold by hundreds of boys in the community. Reports of ticket sales continue to be encouraging to the council and a record number of tickets is expected to be sold by the end of the year.

Legal Notices

Legal Notices

Slides Showed World's Today

"Life in Sweden Today" was the theme of a slide program by Edward Johnson, director of the Detroit City Schools. Johnson, who has been studying Swedish culture, emphasized the high standard of living, education, and health care in Sweden.

Complaining about his own life in the United States, Johnson said that Swedish society is based on cooperation and equality. He also discussed the role of the family in Swedish society.

The program was attended by many members of the Swedish community in Detroit and was well received.


corrections including headlines, footnotes, art, illustrations, and references to Detroit's cultural events. At Michigan State University in East Lansing,办好 the Rochester campus, and at the University of Michigan, helped in the creation of this special edition. Three multimedia companies, and 60 computer systems, were used to produce the edition. For more information, write to: Detroit News, 5151 John R. St., Detroit, MI 48202, or call 313-827-4686.

EXCEPT FOR TWO BUTTONS OR THREE, DACKON & WOOL, ALL WOOL, OR MOHAIR & WOOL, AND TRADITIONAL OR MODERN STYLES

The Birmingham Eccentric Sponsors World's Fair Tour

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday May 26, 27, 28

The Birmingham Eccentric

FAMILY TOUR OF WORLD'S FAIR

May 26, 27, 28, 1964 Lw. Eccentric 7 A.M. May 26

Name ____________________________ Phone ____________________________

[ ] Single Room [ ] Double Room

Enclosed is $525 toward my reservation. Cancellation date May 18.

Mail your tour coordinator Alice Allison, 6762 Independence, The Birmingham Eccentric, Birmingham, Michigan 48008.

Make check payable to The Birmingham Eccentric

Perceptive men and women will find remarkable comfort and looks throughout our wide selection of lightweight attire for winter wear. Such as the latest two- and three-button suits in all better fabrics. All colors, including popular new grays and clay-tones. And fashionable plaid and check ensembles in blue, gray, wool, and denim. Also, cottons, etc. A Security Bank Charge Account, "From the Tramway Park, "Bartley 500", London Fog, "Felted" Parker of Vienna, Dobbs, Parrolette, Farah, Mighty Mac.

Our lightweight suits for summer are comfortably alike.